Grades 5+ (Ages 10+)
For the Love of Reading! eBooks (County)
These interactive books filled with engaging
characters and stories will help readers in the
740L-960L range improve reading
comprehension skills, build confidence, and
advance to more difficult texts. Lexile Measures
make it easy to match your reader to text at
their current reading level. This pack offers
texts at an average 6th grade reading level
equivalent. Listening while reading enables
people to understand texts higher than their
tested Lexile reading level and improves
comprehension by 76%
I See the Science! Science (County)
Kids learn about the world through a scientific
lens with stories, experiments, and games that
encourage them to explore everything from the
solar system to environmental issues! Learn
about the planets ; Discover more about
animals and reptiles ; Investigate environmental
issues ; Develop scientific literacy
The Puzzler! Critical Thinking (Haynes)
Out-of-the-box thinking will help middle
schoolers expand their minds while solving
puzzles, navigating mazes, searching for hidden
words and more! Challenge your mind; explore
basic physics concepts; develop problemsolving skills; strengthen observation and
reasoning skills

What's your number - Math (Mountains)
Middle Schoolers will learn math concepts from
angles to probability and algebra while testing
their skills in these interactive games and
challenges. Explore geometry, algebra,
probability, and statistics ; Learn to estimate
angles ; Discover fractions and decimals ;
Strengthen concentration and problem-solving
skills
Wonder Worlds! Fantasy (Mountains)
Kids will wander deep into worlds filled with
mazes, islands, and magical forests where they
will play games to learn grammar, math,
problem-solving skills and more. Learn grammar
and word structure ; Strengthen problemsolving skills ; Explore force, acceleration,
buoyancy, heat, elasticity and gravity ; Build
critical thinking skills
Word Dash! English Language Arts (Haynes)
Middle school students will be fully engaged
with this series of age appropriate stories and
games that will sharpen vocabulary, reading,
discovery skills, and more! Solidify reading and
word skills; Expand vocabulary ; Develop
fluency in writing ; Dive deep into middle school
curriculum

